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THE GAUSS MAP FOR SURFACES:
PART 2. THE EUCLIDEANCASE
BY
JOEL L. WEINER
Abstract.
We study smooth maps t: M -> Ci of a Riemann surface M into the
Grassmannian Gi of oriented 2-planes in E2 ' ' and determine necessary and
sufficient conditons on t in order that it be the Gauss map of a conformai
immersion X: M -» E2 +'. We sometimes view / as an oriented riemannian vector
bundle; it is a subbundle of Ej/'. the trivial bundle over M with fibre E2 + l. The
necessary and sufficient conditions obtained for simply connected M involve the
curvatures of t and tx , the orthogonal complement of t in "É\f ', as well as certain
components of the tension of ; viewed as a map t: M -» Sc (1), where Sc(l) is a
unit sphere of dimension C that contains Ci as a submanifold in a natural fashion.
If t satisfies a particular necessary condition, then the results take two different
forms depending on whether or not t is the Gauss map of a conformai minimal
immersion. The case t: M -» Gl is also studied in some additional detail.

In [5, 6], Hoffman and Osserman study the following question: Let M be a
Riemann surface and /: M -* G2 be a smooth map into the Grassmannian of
2-planes in (2 + c)-space; when is t the Gauss map of a conformai immersion X:
M -» E2+c? In [5, 6] necessary and sufficient conditions are established when M is
simply connected, in order for / to be a Gauss map.
The purpose of this paper is primarily to redo the work of Hoffman and Osserman
from the point of view established in [12, 13]. One reason for doing this is to free
their results of its dependence on the use of complex variables in order to allow and
suggest generalizations from the case of surfaces to higher dimensional manifolds.
Also, to some extent, the necessary and sufficient conditions established in [5, 6]
in order for t to be a Gauss map are somewhat mysterious (to me at least) and could
use some illumination.

In particular,

we obtain corresponding

conditions

which are

stated directly in terms of traditional geometric invariants. We will briefly describe
these invariants and also describe how they appear in the theorems of this paper.
Let g0 be the standard metric on G2. We say t: M -* G2 is conformai if g0 = t*g0
induces the given conformai structure on M, where t* does not vanish. One may
view / not only as a map but quite naturally as an oriented riemannian rank 2 vector
bundle over M, a subbundle of the trivial bundle of E2/' over M with fibre E2 + <.
As such we can define k: M -» R to be the curvature of t with respect to the
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element of area associated to g0 where t * is regular, i.e., has maximal rank, and to
be zero where i* is not regular—indeed, t is flat as a bundle where t: M -* G2 is
not regular. Certainly k is a very natural measure of the curvature of the bundle t.
Also -1 < k < 1. Theorem 2 states that if M is a simply connected noncompact
Riemann surface and / is conformai with k = -1 where / * + 0, then / is the Gauss
map of a conformai minimal immersion. The corollary to Proposition 2 says the
conditions on t are also necessary.
Let t1 be the orthogonal complement of the bundle / in E2/'; we call t ± the
normal bundle of /. It is also the case that t -1 is an oriented riemannian vector

bundle over M. Let g be a riemannian metric on M. We define a section Ng in
A2? ± , where A2? x is the second exterior power of t± . The projection of N„(p) for
p G M onto the unit decomposable 2-vector X G A2í ± ( p ) is the curvature of the
"2-plane À" in /x with respect to the area element associated to g, the normal
curvature of X. The Grassmannian G2 is viewed as the space of unit decomposable
2-vectors in A2E2 + ''; hence G2 c Sc(l), the sphere of unit 2-vectors in A2E2 + i'. Let
q denote the second fundamental form of G{ in 5C(1). Set q = t*q; if t is an
immersion, then q is the component of the second fundamental form of t: M -* Sc(l)
orthogonal to G2. In Theorem 1 we show that a necessary condition on t in order for
it to be a Gauss map is that

(0)

Urg(q) = 7Vg,

where g is any riemannian metric that induces the conformai structure on M. Note
that we may view 2irg(g) as the component of the tension of /: M -> Sc(l)
orthogonal to G2. Equation (0) is one of our necessary and sufficient conditions that
correspond to one of those of Hoffman and Osserman.

As is pointed out in the remark following Proposition 1, the map t, if it possibly is
a Gauss map, already determines whether any possible conformai immersion with it
as a Gauss map would be minimal or not, and if the immersion cannot be mininral
then t already determines the direction of its mean curvature. Assuming (0) holds

and k =f=-1 where t is conformai and regular, we define in §3 a riemannian metric g
which induces the conformai structure on M. Let t denote the tension of /: M -> G2
with respect to the metrics g on M and g0 on G2. Associated to t is a differential
1-form on M, f, which involves only the component of t in the direction of the
mean curvature just mentioned (see §3 for a complete explanation of what this
means). Theorem 3 states that if M is simply connected, (0) holds, k i= -1 where t is
conformai and regular, and df = 0, then t is a Gauss map. Theorem 3 also points
out that the scalar mean curvature H of any conformai immersion with Gauss map t

is given by

// = //„exp(~ j A,
where H0 g R, and the theorem also presents a representation for any conformai
immersion with Gauss map t using H. The equation df = 0 is the other one of our
necessary and sufficient conditions that corresponds to one of those of Hoffman and
Osserman.
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In the last section of this paper, we focus on t: M -» G2. In this setting equation
(0) takes on an especially interesting form. Since G2 = S2(l/ -J2) X S'2(l/ y¡2), we

let t¡: M -» S2(\/ ]/2) be the ith component of / for ie {1,2}. If g is a
riemannian metric on M, for /' g {1,2}, let e,(g) and p^g) be the energy density
and Jacobian of t,: M -* 52(1/ \¡2 ), respectively, with respect to the metric g on M
and the standard metric on S2(l/\¡2).
Then, according to Proposition 5, equation
(0) becomes
«l(c?) + Pi(g)

= ei(g)

+ Pi(g),

where g is a riemannian metric that induces the conformai structure on M. In fact,
we point out in Corollary 3 of Proposition 6 that

e,(g) + P<(g)H|H||2
for / g {1,2}, if t: M -» G\ is the Gauss map of an immersion with induced metric
g and mean curvature H.
Finally, Theorem 5 presents a characterization of the Gauss map of a conformai
minimal immersion into S3, the 3-sphere in E4. The theorem states that under the
assumption that M is simply connected, t is the Gauss map of such an immersion if
and only if t: M -* G2 is a conformai minimal immersion with flat normal bundle

/ ± and k > -1.
This paper draws heavily on [13], which
paper. The notation of Part 1 is used in this
are employed extensively here. In particular,
an integral role in Part 2.
All maps that appear in this paper are Cx

we refer to as Part 1 throughout this
part and the ideas introduced in Part 1
the space of admissible maps, a, plays
with the exception of k which need not

be continuous when t is not an immersion.
1. Preliminaries. Let M be a connected Riemann surface, i.e., M possesses a
conformai structure. The conformai structure orients M. Let G\ be the Grassmannian of oriented 2-planes in E2 + i and let g0 denote the riemannian metric on G2.
Suppose t: M -» G2 is a smooth map; as in Part 1 we often view / as an oriented
riemannian 2-plane bundle over M, a vector subbundle of E2/', the trivial bundle
over M with fibre E2 + c. We let t ± denote the orthogonal complement of t in E2/'
and call tx the normal bundle. The splitting E2/' = t © t^ induces orthogonal
projections ( • • • )T : E2/' -> t and ( • • • ) ± : Ej¿c -^ t ± .
If t: M -» G2 is given, we show the following in Part 1: There exists over M the

rank 4 vector bundle ß defined by

¿8, = {*: 7;M^E2+£

linear map | $>(TpM) c /(/?)}

for all p g M. If $ G ßp, we define its second fundamental form h^by

(1)

h*(u,v)

= *♦(«)(*(«))

for all (w, v) g TpM X TpM. We view t*(u) as an element of GL(?(/?), t x (p)) =
Tt(p)G2 (see §2 of Part 1 for details). Contained in ß is the space of admissible maps,
a, which consists of all 4> g ß for which h^ is symmetric. For each p g M, a is a
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subspace of ßp of dimension a(p); if a: M -> {0,1,2,3,4} is constant, then a is a
subbundle of ß. Contained in ap for each p G M is ap , the space of admissible
maps at p with positive determinant. A map $ea;
has positive determinant if and
only if $ maps a positively oriented frame of T M into a positively oriented frame
of t(p). It may happen that ap = 0 for some p g Af. Also we let a + = UpeA/a + .
We will often think of a conformai structure on a 2-dimensional vector space F as
a linear map 7: V -» K such that J2 = -1, for / determines an orientation—that
determined by (v, Jv) for 0 ¥= u g K—and a collection of inner products which are
multiples of one another—those for which J is an isometry. Each plane it g G2 has
a conformai structure induced from its orientation and the inner product g on E2 + i;
we denote this conformai structure by J„. For each p g M, let / be the conformai
structure on T M.
Let X: M -> E2 +í be an immersion with Gauss map t that induces the given
conformai structure on M, i.e., A' is a conformai immersion. Since / is a Gauss map
it follows that condition [C] of Part 1 holds, i.e., if <t>= dX then $ is a section in a
with values in a+ and (d$)T = 0. But, in addition, for each p g M, $p must "pull
back" the conformai structure on t(p), Jt(p), to that given on TpM, Jp, in order that
X induce the given conformai structure on M. This suggests that we introduce the
following rank 2 vector subbundle k of ß where, for each p G M,
Kp={*eßp\jt(p)o<S>

= <i>oJp}.

Note that any nonzero member of k has positive determinant and any two
members of Kp differ by a composition with a similarity transformation of t(p), i.e.,
a scalar multiple of rotation of t(p).
Hence, according to condition [C] of Part 1 and the definition of k, in order for a
section 0 in ß defined over a simply connected open subset U of M to be the
differential of a conformai immersion X: U -» E2 + c with Gauss map t, it is
necessary and sufficient that

[K]

<t>pe(apnicp)-{0}

and

(dp$)r=0

for all p g U.

Here d $ denotes the exterior differential of í> at p. When condition [K] holds for
some section $ in ß\U, we say t is a Gauss map on U.
As we just observed, in order for t: M -» G2 to be a Gauss map it is necessary
that ap n k = (a n xp) - {0} * 0 for all /? g Af. We now turn to a characterization of dim(a n k ). We define the mea« curvature H($) for íe^{0}, /?

arbitrary, by
(2)

H(*)

= | £ A^*-^),*-1^))
/= i

=\t

/=i

t^-\ei))(e,),

where ex, e2 is an orthonormal frame of t(p). The second equality in (2) follows
from (1). We leave it to the reader to check that H($) is well defined. Note that

H($) g t -1(p) for all O g Kp- {0}. Of course, if $ = dpX for an immersion X
with Gauss map f, then H(<í>)is the mean of curvature of X at p.
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Note that Jn is a rotation by + 90° for all ir g G2. Thus Jt(p) ° $ g Kp if $ g k^,.
We will delete the subscript í(/j) in /,(/)) in what follows. Also the reader is
reminded that a is the set of all $ g ß such that h9 is symmetric.
Lemma 1. Leí O g k — {0} for some p g M. Then h<¡,is symmetric if and only if

H(/°<í>) = 0.
Proof. Let ex, e2 be a positively oriented orthonormal frame of t(p) and define
vx, v2 g TpM by $(f,) = e, for / g {1,2}. Then note that J°$(ux)=
e2 and
J°Q>(v2)= -ex. Hence by (2) and (1)
H(Jo®)

= \[t^v2)(ex)

= ^[hg,(vvv2)

+ t*(vx)(e2)}

- h0(v2,vx)].

Proposition 1. For any p g M the following hold:
(i) dim(ap n Kp)= 2 if and only if H(O) = 0 /ora// O G «^ - {0}.

(iOdim^
(iii) //dim^

n k/))= 0 if and only if H($) ^ 0 for all ^ G K/1- {0}.
n Kp) = 1, //¡en H($) # 0 /or a// $ G a + D k^.

Proof. First note that np = {7 °<f>|$ g K/,}. Hence H(O) = 0 for all $ g kp {0}, if and only if H(J ° $) = 0 for all $ g «^ - {0}, if and only if h^ is symmetric
for all Oe^
(by Lemma 1), if and only if Kp a ap. This proves (i); a similar
argument proves (ii). For (iii), just note that if H(O) = H(7°$) = 0 for some

$ g Kp - {0}, then H(¥) = 0 for all V g Kp - {0} by (2) since ^

= r®1 +

s(J ° Í»)"1 for appropriate reals r and s.
Remark. Choose vx, v2 g TpM so that v2 = Ju,. Then define

Jt?p= spanj j E '* (»/)('<)ki. e2
is a positively oriented orthonormal

frame of t(p)\.

Now let X: M -> E2 +í be a conformai immersion with Gauss map t. According to
[K] and Proposition 1, X is minimal at p if and only if dim(Ji^) = 0; also if X is
not minimal then H(/>), the mean curvature of A" at p, lies in Jif which is
1-dimensional. Thus the Gauss map of X already determines whether or not X is
minimal at p, and if X is not minimal at p, then the Gauss map determines the
direction of the mean curvature at p. Hoffman and Osserman already pointed this
out in [5].
2. The dimension of ap Pi k . We now study dim(a n Kp) more directly in terms
of the geometry of t: M -» G2 and the curvatures of the vector bundles / and t x .
We remind the reader that we defined the Weingarten map A : t± -» ß as the
adjoint of /» (see §2 of Part 1 for details). The curvature k of the oriented
riemannian vector bundle / at p, with respect to ju, a fixed area element on M, is
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given by
2+ c

k(p)=

Z det{A^: TpM^ t(p)),
a= 3

where Ae denotes the value of A at e, and e3_,
e2 + ( is an orthonormal frame of
t -1( p). The determinant of Ae° may be defined as follows: Let vx, v2 g TM such
that p(vx A v2) = 1 and let ex, e2 he a positively oriented orthonormal frame of

t(p); then define reals Ifj for i, j G {1,2} and a g {3,..., 2 + c}, by

(3)

lTj-{Uvj){e,),em).

Since A and r* are adjoints, we see that

{A'-{vj),et) = %
for i,j g {1,2} and a G {3,...,2 + c). Then det^)
= |/«|, where |/?.| denotes
the determinant of the 2 X 2-matrix (/,")i</,/<2' in particular, we also have

(4)

HP) = Wul
a

If / is regular at p, i.e., rank(i*| ) = 2, so that g0 = /*g0 is an inner product at p
we may suppose pp = jn0| , where ju0 is the differential 2-form defined as follows: If
ux, u2 is a positively oriented frame of T M, then
p0(ux,u2)

= g0(ux,ux)g0(u2,u2)

- gQ(ux,u2f.

Hence, when / is regular at p so that pp = p0,p, we may suppose vx, v2 given above
in the definition

of /", form a positively

oriented

g0-orthonormal

frame of T M.

Unless stated otherwise k(p) at a point p where t is regular will be the curvature of
t at p with respect to p0[p. It is easy to check that k(p) = 0 when / is not regular at
p. We call k the pre-Gaussian curvature of / (see §2 of Part 1 for motivation of this
definition).
If 77 g G2, then a positively oriented orthonormal frame e1,...,e2 + (. of E2 + c is
said to be "w-adapted" if e,, e2 is a positively oriented orthonormal frame of it. If
/G TjG2 = GLKO,
then g0(/, /) = ||/||2, i.e., if e1,...,e2+i.
is a 77-adapted
frame of E2+c, and reals /," for i G {1,2}, a g {3,.. .,2 + c} are defined by
/f = (/(e,),ea),then

(5)

fo('.')-L(/,")a.
i,a

Assume t is regular at p and reals lf¡ are defined as in (3) with vx, v2 a positively
oriented g0-orthonormal frame of TpM. Then, by (3) and (5),

(6)

*„ = go(«V.«',)-E'iV£
1 ,a

for r, 5 g {1,2}.
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Lemma 2. Suppose t is regular at p. Then \k(p)\ < 1 andk(p)

rx2= +r2x

and

= +1 if andonlyif

l»22= ±/f,

fora G {3,..., 2 + c}.
Proof.

Note, by (4), k(p) may be viewed as the dot product of the (2c)-tuples

(¡hJUîr,
&,..., ft, l221+c)and (/232,-l{2, l\2, -l\2,..., /2 +<,-/22+<). These (2c)tuples are unit vectors by (6). Hence, the lemma follows directly from the CauchySchwarz inequality.

Proposition

2. dim^

n Kp)= 2 if and only if either

(i) t*\p = 0, or
(ii) t is conformai (and regular) atp and k(p)

= -1.

Proof. Throughout this proof let vx, v2 he a positively oriented frame of T M
and ex,...,e2 + c a r(/>)-adapted frame of E2+£. Then define reals /" as in (3). The
vectors vx, v2 and hence the reals /"■ will have various additional properties as
needed in the course of the proof.
Suppose dim(a n k ) = 2 and i*^ =£0. We v.ill show t is conformai at p and

k(p) = -1. Choose $eKf-

{0} and suppose $(i>,-) = e, for i g {1,2}. Then, by

0),
lïj-ih^vj.o^e.)
for i, j G {1,2} and a G {3,..., 2 + c}. By (i) of Proposition 1 and Lemma 1, both
«^ and hjo4> are symmetric. The symmetry of /.$ and hJalS implies in turn that

(7)

/£,-/£

and

/£--/?,

for a G {3,..., 2 + c). By (5), (llp l32j,..., /2/'', l\jc) are the components of t*(Vj)
with respect to an orthonormal frame of Tl(p)G2. Hence, by (7), i*(i>,) and r*(f2)
are orthogonal to one another and have the same (nonzero) length. Hence t is
conformai

(and regular) at p. Thus, by multiplying

vx and u2 by an appropriate

scalar if necessary, we may suppose vx, v2 is a g0-orthonormal frame, too. Then (7)

and Lemma 2 imply k(p) = -1.
If r*l = 0, then dim^)
= 4, so clearly dim(ap n Kp) = 2. Therefore suppose /
is conformai and regular at p and k(p) = -1. Assume $ g np — {0}. Since / is
conformai at p, g0 induces the conformai structure on M at p. Since 0: TpM -* t(p)
is also conformai, an appropriate multiple of $, w$, is an isometry from TpM, with
the inner product g0, onto t(p). Now choose vx, v2 so that (m<^)(v¡) = e¡; hence vx,
v2 is a g0-orthonormal frame, and /" = (hm^(vJ,vi),ea)
by (1). But, by Lemma 2,
k(p) = -1 implies (7) holds. In particular, hm9 is symmetric. Thus m$ and hence

Corollary.
//A': M -* E2 +< ;j a conformai minimal immersion with Gauss map t,
then t is conformai with respect to the induced conformai structure on M and K = -p,
where K and p are the Gaussian curvature of X and the Jacobian of the Gauss map t,
respectively.
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Proof. Since $ = dX is a section in a n k and H(«I>) = 0 on M, Proposition 1
implies a n k is a rank 2 vector bundle. Hence Proposition 2 implies that r is
conformai and k = -1 where /* =£ 0. But for the Gaussian curvature of X, K, it is
the case that K = pk, since p is the ratio of the area elements induced on M by t
and X. So where r* ¥=0, clearly A = -p. Where /* = 0, both K and p are zero; so
here too K = -p.
Remark. It is well known that the Gauss map of a minimal immersion is
conformai. That K = -p follows immediately from [4, Theorem 1].
If M is simply connected and t: M -> G2 is the Gauss map of a conformai
minimal immersion, it is known that / is the Gauss map of infinitely many essential
different conformai (minimal) immersions (see Hoffman and Osserman [5] or
Remark 2 after Theorem 2 of this paper). But are there other immersions with Gauss
map t which induce conformai structures other than the given one on Ml If a = 3
on M, i.e., a is a rank 3 vector bundle, then one may show there exists a 3-plane
E3 c E2 +< such that r: M -* G2(E3) c G2 (see §3 of Part 1). Hence, in this case, in
general there exist nonconformal immersions of the Riemann surface M with Gauss
map t since the first and third fundamental forms of an immersion X: M —>E3
need not be conformally equivalent. But if a = 2 on a dense (and necessarily open)
subset of M, then the given conformai structure is the only one induced by any
immersion of M with Gauss map t. This is a consequence of
Proposition
3. Suppose t is a Gauss map of a conformai immersion which is
minimal at p g M. If a(p) = 2, then the given conformai structure at p, is the only
conformai structure induced by an immersion with Gauss map t.

Proof. By Proposition 1, dim(ap n Kp) = 2. Since a(p) = 2, it must be that
Kp = a . Let J* he another conformai structure at p and let k* = {3> g
ß I Jn , ° <ï>= $•/,*}.

Clearly ap n k* = Kp n k* =£ {0} if there exists an immer-

sion with Gauss map / which induces the conformai structure /*. But Kp n «* í {0}
obviously implies J* = J , the given conformai structure.
Remark. If an immersion X: M -» E2 + 1 is minimal at p g M, then necessarily
a(p)^
2 by Proposition 1. It turns out that a(p) = 2 if and only if the normal

bundle of X at p is not flat.
We now turn our attention to determining
we introduced the span oft*\p, S , where

Sp = span{ t,(o)(e)\o

when ap n Kp ¥= {0}. In §2 of Part 1

e TpM,e^t(p)}.

Clearly S c t -1(p); also we showed in Proposition 1 of Part 1 that dim^)
= 4 a(p).
The Grassmannian G2 is regarded as the set of unit decomposable 2-vectors in
A2E2 + '. Hence, in a natural way, G2 is a submanifold of 5C(1), the set of unit
2-vectors in A2E2 + C; of course, C = (c2 2) — 1. Let q denote the second fundamental
form of G2 as a submanifold of 5C(1). We showed in §4 of Part 1 that for all
/G TjG¡= GL(7r,77±)

(8)

\q(l,l) = lAl(«),
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which makes sense since ir is regarded as the positive unit 2-vector in the second
exterior power of the 2-plane it, A2it. Now let q = t*q. It is easy to see that qp takes

values in A2^ for all p g M. Hence, if a(p) > 2, so that dim(Sp) < 2, it follows
that qp = 0. Assuming a(p) < 2, if X g G2(Sp) let rx: rx(/?)-> A be the orthogonal projection onto À.

Lemma 3. Suppose a(p) < 2. Ifv g TpM and X g G2(Sp) c A2Sp,then
\(q(v,v),X)

= del(rx°tt(v)).

Proof. Let ex, e2,..., e2 + < be a r(/?)-adapted frame such that X = span{e3, e4}.
Then, since t(p) = ex A e2 and À = e3 A e4, (8) implies
\(q(v,v),X)

= (/*(ü)

A t,(v)(ex

= det[(/*(t;)(e,),ea)]

A e2),e3 A er)

1<i<2 = det(r*°

t*(v)).

3<o<4

If g is a riemannian metric on M, we define trg(a) by
2

trg(<7)= E?(e¡.»¡).
í-i
where vx, v2 is a g-orthonormal frame field defined on M.
We discuss for a moment the curvatures of t x , the normal curvatures of t. Let g
be a riemannian metric on M. If À is an oriented 2-plane in t x (p), we may define
the normal curvature of À with respect to g as follows: Let ex,...,e2+c
be a
¿-adapted frame field of E2+c defined near p such that e3(p), e4(p) is a positively

oriented frame of X. Then define (Ax)ei: TpM -» À for / g {1,2}, by letting

(9)

(¿T(«)--E(*,(«).0«.
a=3

for all m G TpM. By det((v4x)£'') we mean the determinant of a matrix representing
(Ax)e' with respect to orthonormal
frames of T M and
curvature of X with respect to g, TVA, is defined by

(10)

À. Then,

the normal

A,/« ¿det((,4T');= 1

Of course, one may check that Af* is independent of the choice of ex, e2 in t(p) and
e3, e4 in X as well as the fact that Nx actually depends on the area element on M
associated to g rather than g. Perhaps the easiest way to see this is to introduce
1-forms ccf = (de:, ea) for i g {1,2} and a g {3,..., 2 + c), and show that, at p,

\VÄ = I «? A to?,
/= 1

where jug is the area element on M associated to g. Also one may show that if X is
an immersion with Gauss map / which induces the metric g on M, then the normal
curvature of A g G2(t x (p)) for X, at />, is given by /Vx.
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If e,, e2,..., e2 +c. is a i(/?)-adapted frame of E2 + < and g is a riemannian metric
on M, set Ngß = Nx if X is the 2-plane having ea, e^ (in that order) for a positively
oriented frame, for distinct a, ß g {3,..., 2 + c}. Then define N : M -» rx at ^ by

A^(/>) = T.NZßeaAeß.
It is straightforward to check that N (p) is independent of the choice of the
/(/?)-adapted frame e,, e2,...,e2 + i. Also since A7Ap) actually only depends on the
associated area element /i of g, it follows that N (p) is determined up to a scalar
multiple, in fact, up to a positive scalar multiple by the orientation of M. We call
Ng(p) the primary normal curvature 2-vector at p (with respect to g). Clearly

N (p) g A2/ x (p). In fact, the following lemma holds.
Lemma 4. N (p) G A2S .

Proof.

It follows by letting e, = <&(/;)in (1) of Part 1 and (9) that, for all

v G TpM,

(11)

(Axr(v) = -Í(t,(v)(e,),ea)ea,
a= 3

where e,,...,e2

+ i. is a i(/?)-adapted

frame of E2 + c, and e3, e4 is a positively

oriented frame of X. If X is orthogonal to S , i.e., X contains a vector orthogonal to
Sp, then clearly rank((Ax)e') < 2 for i G {1,2}; consequently det((Ax)e>) = 0.

Therefore 7Vgx
= 0 by (10) if X is orthogonal to Sp, and thus Ng(p)e

A2Sp.

Proposition
4. Let g be a riemannian metric which induces the given conformai
structure on M, i.e., J*g = g. Then ap n k # {0} if and only if 2tr (q) = Ng at p.

Proof.

If a(p) > 2, then dim(Sp) < 2. Hence qp = 0, and thus trg(^) = 0. But

Lemma 4 also implies Ng = 0 since A2S = 0. However when a(p) > 2, clearly
a n k # {0} because of dimensional reasons. Therefore, for the remainder of this
proof we assume a(p) < 2, i.e., dim(S ) > 2.
First observe that 2"trg(a) = Ng if and only if

(12)

l2trg(q,X) = Nx

for all À G G2(S ). This is so since both trg(a) and A'g lie in A2Sp,which is spanned
by G2(Sp), and since (ttg(q), X) = trg(o, A) and (JVg,X) = Nx for all X g G2(S,,).
Let P: ß ffi yS-> R be the nondegenerate skew-symmetric tensor field introduced
in §2 of Part 1. It is immediate from the definition of P that for any í>, ^ g ßp

(13)

y/>($,*)

= (*(o1),*(i;2))

-(<S>(v2)Mvx)),

where i» = n0(vx A v2) > 0. For each X g G^S^), define a{X) to be the /"-orthogonal complement of A(X)= {Az \z g X) in ßp. Clearly, by Lemma 2 of Part 1, the
collection {a(M|À g G2(Sp)} is the same as the collection of all 2-planes in ßp
containing ap. This leads to our second observation: ap n xp # {0} if and only if
a(M n kp* {0} for all A g G2(5 ).
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Using these two observations the proof of the proposition reduces to showing the

following: For all X G G2(Sp),a(X)n Kp* {0} if and only if (12) holds.
Pick A g G2(Sp). Let vx, v2 be a positively oriented g-orthonormal frame of TpM.
Also let ex, e2,...,e2+c
be a f(/>)-adapted frame of E2+c with e3, e4 a positively
oriented frame of A. Now define Xi> X2 G Kp DY Xi(°¡) = e/ f°r ' G {1>2}, and
X2 = J ° Xi- Clearly Xi, X2 lS a baSlS 0l V Define Pa: ßp -» R for a G {3,4} by

Pa(<ï>) = P(/1%<Ï>)

for all «3»g ß^. By definition, a(X)= ker(i>3) n ker(P4). Hence <x(X)
n«?# {0} if
and only if F \np, P*\np are linearly dependent. The linear dependence may be
expressed using the basis \x, x2 of k^. Hence a(X) Hk^
{0} if and only if

(14)

P\X1)

p\x2)

P4(Xr)

P\Xi)

Define reals /"• as in (3). Since by (13),

vP»(Xi) = vP(Xi,A<»)
= (xl{vl),AHv2))-(x,{v2),AHv,))
= ('•(»2)(Xi(»i))

- U{vx)(xi(v2)),ea)

for / g {1,2}, a g {3,4}, (14) becomes

¡h

/23!
,4
'21

/3 T
+ '22
/3
'11
;4

= 0,

, ¡4

'11 ^ '22

i.e.,
'ii

;3
'22

/231

+

'il

/241

Using (11), this last equation

(15)

«Ï

/4
'22

ft ft
,4

'11

,4

«12

ft

/32

/24!

ft

states that

det(rx ° t*(v2)) + det{rx o tt(Vx)) = det(( Ax)e>) + det(( AXY2),

where rx: t x (p) -* X is the orthogonal projection onto A. Finally, applying Lemma

3 and (10), we obtain
'trg(fl,A)
An immediate

consequence

of condition

= Arg\
[K] and Proposition

4 is our first

theorem.
Theorem 1. ///: M -» G2 is a smooth map for which HTg(a) ^ N for some (and
hence any) metric g which induces the conformai structure on M, then t is not a Gauss
map.

Remark 1. The equation 2~trg(g)= N corresponds to equation (2.20) of [5]. Both
these equations represent the algebraic aspect to the necessary and sufficient
conditions on t in order for it to be locally a Gauss map.
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Remark 2. If we view t: M -> Sc(l), then we may view Hrg(q) as the component
of the tension t = trgv(¿**) (with respect to the metric g on M and the standard
metric on S^l)) which is orthogonal to G2; cf. [4, §3].

3. The p.d.e. in |K]. We now turn to study the p.d.e. (d<fr)T= 0, where <I>is a
section in a n k, under the regularity assumption that a n k is a vector bundle
necessarily of rank 1 or 2.
Let us consider first the situation in which a n k = k, i.e., rank(a n k) = 2, for
the given t: M -* G2. In order to carry out our investigations in this situation we
make the further assumptions that M is not compact and is simply connected. Since
both t (viewed as a vector bundle) and a n k are of rank 2 and M is not compact,
there exists a globally defined positively oriented orthonormal frame field ex, e2 in /
and a globally defined nowhere vanishing section x in a n k. Set E = e, - ie2; it is
a globally defined E2 + ' ® C-valued vector field on M. Hence there exists a globally
defined differential form £ of type (1,0) such that x = Re[££]. Also (d\)T =
Reffl A T)] for some differential form r/ of type (0,1). Any section <I>in a n k may
be written $ = Re[£«£], where u: M -> C is smooth, and

(16)

(d®)T=

Re[E(du

- htj) a£].

Hence, by [K] and (16), for t to be the Gauss map of a conformai immersion it is
sufficient to find a nowhere vanishing u: M -» C satisfying du — ur\ = 0, where du
is the (0, l)-part of du. Thus it is sufficient to solve

(17)

ow = TJ

and set u = ew. Since M is not compact and is simply connected, and hence is
conformally equivalent to either the unit disk in C or C itself, it follows from
Theorem 4 of [3] that (17) has global solutions. In fact, the general solution of (17) is
of the form wQ+ /, where w0 is a particular solution of (17) and /: M -> C is
holomorphic. Hence, if M is not compact, is simply connected, and rank(a Pi k) = 2,
then t is a Gauss map. Also, by Proposition l(i), any conformai immersion with
Gauss map t is necessarily minimal. We summarize these results in
Theorem 2. Let M be a simply connected noncompact Riemann surface and suppose
t: M —*G2 is a smooth conformai map. If k = -1, where t^¥=0, then t is the Gauss
map of a conformai minimal immersion X: M -> E2 + c.

Proof. Proposition 2 implies a D k is a rank 2 vector bundle so indeed the
foregoing remarks apply.
Remark 1. Theorem 2 is a partial converse to the corollary to Proposition 2. Also
Theorem 2 corresponds to Case 1 of Theorem 2.6 of Hoffman and Osserman [5],
since V = 0 (see [5]) corresponds to a n k being a rank 2 vector bundle.
It is clear that if X is a conformai immersion with Gauss map /, then so is the
immersion sX + X0, where 0 ¥=s g R and XQ g E2 + í'. If Y is a conformai immersion with Gauss map t and not one of the immersions sX + X0, we will say that Y is
essentially different from X.
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Remark 2. Assume now that M is just noncompact. Let A- be a conformai
minimal immersion with Gauss map t; necessarily a Pi k is a rank 2 vector bundle.
We may use Re[3>¥] for x above, where dX = (dXfàz)dz in a local complex
coordinate z. Any section $ in a n k may be written as «4>= Re[«3A'], and
condition [K] implies <î>is the differential of a conformai immersion Y with Gauss
map t if and only if u is a nonvanishing globally defined holomorphic function. The
immersion Y is essentially different from X if and only if u is not a (constant)
real-valued function. If we let « be a nonreal constant function, then we obtain a
conformai minimal immersion Y which is a multiple of what is called an associate
minimal surface to X (see [9, p. 117]). But any of these associate minimal surfaces Y
induces a riemannian metric on M which is a constant multiple of the one induced
on M by X. If m is a nonconstant holomorphic function, then the corresponding
conformai minimal immersion Y induces a metric on M which is not a constant

multiple of the one induced on M by X.
We now assume that a O k is a line bundle over M, i.e., rank(a O k) = 1, for the
given map t. Under this assumption we assume M is simply connected. Hence a C\ k
has a globally defined nowhere vanishing section which we denote by x- By
Proposition l(iii) we may and, in fact, do suppose that H(x) is a unit vector field.
This determines x UP to sign. Let g be the metric induced on M by x, i.e.,
g(u, v) = (x(M)> X(v)) for all (u, v) g TM ffi TM. Note that g is independent of the

sign of xAny nowhere vanishing section í> in a n k may be written as

(18)

* = H-\,

where necessarily H(<3>)= H ■H(x); thus O's "scalar mean curvature" is H.
Let e,, e2,...,e2 +(. be a r-adapted frame field of E2+i defined on some open
subset of M such that e3 = H(x) (we may have to change the sign of x if c = 1 in
order to accomplish this). Then x = e^1 + ei^1^ where \p\ ip2 are 1-forms such
that g = (t^1)2 + (*P2)2-For any section O = H~lx in a n k,
(¿<D)t

= d(H~l)

A(e^

+ e2^2)

+ Z/"1^2

- cc2x) A(e^2

- e^1),

where the connection form \p\ = -\p\ is defined by dip1 = -*p\ A ^2 and dtp2 = -\p\
A ip1, and w2 = (dex, e2). Writing the e, and e2 components of the p.d.e. (d<&)T= 0

of [à:] for $ = //-«x leads to
(d(H~l)

A tf = //-'(co2 - ^2) A ^ =

\ ¿(Z/"1)

A ^2 = -tf"1^2

Hl *02

- ^2) A ^,

- t//2) A t/,1 = -Z/"1 *(<"i - Vx) A i2,

where * is the Hodge star operator associated with g. However, (19) may be written
more succinctly as
(20)

d{\og\H\)=

*(co2-^2).

The integrability condition for (20), i.e., (î/"Î)t = 0 for «3>= H~lx, is
(21)

¿*(w2-^2)

= 0.
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We now wish to find an interpretation for *(w2 - \p\). It turns
intimately related to the tension of t with respect to the metric g on
standard metric g0 on G2. From the work of Hoffman and Osserman
surprise that the tension is involved.
We again return to the geometry of G2. For /' g {1,2} and a g {3,...,

out to be
M and the
[5], it is no

2 + c}, let
E'a be the TGf-valued vector field along t defined by E'a(ej) = <5/ea, where 8j is
Kronecker's delta, and let w* be 1-forms defined by w* = (deA,eB) for A,B g
{1,2,...,2
+ c). Then Zs¿'s and to°'s are dual to one another in the sense that
t* = L, a E'aLcf.The Cartan structural equations imply

«œi--E3K+E*Xj
ß
Let vx, v2 be vector fields in TM dual to \pl, \p2, i.e., x(v¡) = et 10r ' G {1>2}. Then
define /" as in (3); one easily sees that

(22)

U = E !#,>',
i,j,a

i.e., co" = Y,jlfjipj. Note that /° = /" by (1) since x is a section of a. For

ZJG {3,..., 2 + c), define m" = Wn + l{\)\ then by (2) H(X) = lZßmßeß = e3 so
that m3 = 1 and mß = 0 for ß > 3. Now

0 = aV*= E {-EM A ippx + S/Eldl",A^-£^ÍA^)

+ E £>|A/ft**,
i.k.a.ß

where ;', _/,& range over 1,2 and a, Zj range over 3,4,..., 2 + c. Setting the coefficients of E'a in the preceding equation equal to zero we conclude that
dl?2(vx) = dlaxx(v2)- l^2(vx)

+ l^2(vx)

- /£(«!(Ó

+ tf (t>2))

- l^\(v2)

+ /f2(0)?(«l) + tf(»i))

-L(i?^(v2)-i?2^(Vl)),
ß

and
dla2x(v2) = df£(Pl)

+ l^\(v2)

-EÍ/E-fí^-'U'ÍO).
By (22), * t* = YZ,j aE'Jfj*ipj.

After computing ♦ a**/*, replace dlf2(vx) and

dl2x(v2) by the right-hand sides of the preceding equations. This gives the formula
we need for the tension t = * d * tm of t with respect to the metrics g and g0 on M
and G2, respectively. The formula is

|t =E^(^a(«i)- »»'M- tfXO- E«V("i))
+E^Wk)
a
V

+«"(«ï- tf)K) - E«
V(«2)},
8
>
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or

¿t = ^E'ldm" + m«*(W2
- tf ) - E«"«f )(»,)•
¿,«

l

ß

'

Since m3 = 1, and mß = 0 for ZJ> 3, this last equation becomes

±t= E£Í*(«?-*!)(«,)+E £>!(«/)•
We can easily solve for *(a>j - ^);

in fact, we obtain

*(«? - tf ) = ilfoMs')*1

= iE(T(e,),e3)^'.

If we view(r, e3): t -» R by (t, e3)(e) = (r(e), e3(/>)) for e G r(/>), /? g M, then
(23)

*("ï-'r<i)

+ ï(T,e3)°x

since x: 7M -» t equalsY.¡e¡ip'. Set
f = (T,e3)oX.

Note that f is a 1-form which involves only the projection of r onto e3, the direction
of the mean curvature. Especially noteworthy is the observation that f is independent of the sign of x and hence is well defined even if M is not simply connected.
Clearly t = 0 if and only if f = 0 and e3 is parallel in the normal bundle t x . When
c = 1, t = 0 if and only if f = 0 since e3 is automatically parallel in the line bundle
tx.

Hence, by (23), (d®)T = 0 for «$ = Hlx,

(24)

or (20) becomes

d(\og\H\) = kf,

and the integrability condition for (24) is

(25)
Finally

dr = 0.
note

from (18) and (24) that the general

solution

of (d®)T = 0, 0 a

nonvanishing section in a D k, is determined up to an arbitrary nonzero factor.
Hence any conformai immersion X with Gauss map t, which is given by X = / H~lx,
where H satisfies (24), is determined up a homothety and translation of E2 + '.
We summarize the foregoing discussion in the statement of the following
Theorem 3. Let M be a simply connected Riemann surface and t: M -» G2 be a
smooth map. Also assume 2trg(<7) = N on M, where g is a metric that induces the
conformai structure on M, and k # -1 anywhere t* is conformai and nonvanishing.
Then t is a Gauss map if and only if di =0. Any conformai immersion X with Gauss
map t is given by X = f H'1x, where H is the scalar mean curvature of X. The scalar
mean curvature in turn is given by H = H0exp(jjf),
where H0 g R.

Proof. The conditions that 2~tTg(q)= Ng on M and k + -1 anywhere t* is
conformai and nonvanishing imply that a n k is a rank 1 vector bundle by
Propositions 2 and 4. Hence the discussion preceding the statement of this theorem
proves the theorem.
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Remark. Theorem 3 corresponds to Case 2 of Theorem 2.6 and Theorem 2.7 of
Hoffman and Osserman [5].

In the following, let R = {r g R|r > 0}.
Corollary.
Let M and t: M -» G2 satisfy the same hypotheses as those of
Theorem 3. In addition, let H: M —>R+ be a smooth function such that d(\o%H) = ' f ;
then there exists a conformai immersion X: M —»E
with Gauss map t and scalar
mean curvature H. In particular, if f = 0, there exist conformai immersions with
Gauss map t and constant scalar mean curvature.

Remark. This corollary generalizes to the higher codimensions results of Kenmotsu

[8].
Now we present
Osserman [5].

the principal

uniqueness

result discovered by Hoffman

and

Theorem 4. Let X: M -* E2 + < be a conformai immersion with Gauss map t and
mean curvature H. If H(p) =£ 0 for some p G M, then there exist no conformai
immersions essentially different from Xwith Gauss map t.

Proof. Any section $ in k may be written as 0 = Re[u9A'], where u: M -> C is
smooth. If <$ is the differential of an immersion, then (d<S>)T= 0; this implies
du = 0, i.e., u is holomorphic on M. In a neighborhood of U of p, a Pi k is a rank 1
bundle; hence if <I>is the differential of an immersion, $ | U is a section in a P k | U,
so that u is real-valued on U. Thus u = real constant.

4. A closer look at t: M -* G2. It is well known [1], when G2 is regarded as the set
of unit decomposable 2-vectors in A2E4 and A2E4 is identified with E6, that
G22={(¿,r))GE3XE3

= E6||||||2=||r,||2=

'},

i.e., G2 = S2(\/ \/2 ) X S2(\/ \¡2) where these spheres lie in 3-planes orthogonal to
one another. Let g¡ be the riemannian metric on the /'th factor of G| for ; g {1,2}.

Clearly
(26)

g0 = g, + g2.

In this section we view the second fundamental form q of G2 in S5(l) as
real-valued; we can do this, since dim(7r x) = 2 for each it g G2, as follows: For
/ g TjG2, we redefine q by letting

(27)

\q(l,l)ir^=lAl(ir);

this makes sense since /A l(ir) g A2ttx and we regarded 77x as the positive unit
2-vector in A277x . It turns out (cf. proof of Lemma 5 of Part 1) that
l2q(l,l)

= det(/:

ir ^ it1)

for all / g TG2. We may also write q in terms of g,, i G {1,2}.
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Lemma 5. q = g2 - g,.

Proof.

If it = (|,tj) g S2(l/ 72) X S2(l/ i/2) = G22,one may show [1] that

7t-x=(|,-t,).

Then

q=-(dir,dirx)

= -((#,

</i,), (<*{,-di)))

= -[(</£,d£) -(¿T,, di))] =-a+

f2.

If í: M -* G2 is smooth we let g, = i*g, for i g {0,1,2} and q = t*q. Of course,
(26) and Lemma 5 imply
(28)

g0 = g, + g2

and

q = -g, + g2.

Let g be a riemannian metric on M. The primary normal curvature, N (p), may
be redefined to be a scalar, since dim(rx (p)) = 2, by setting

(29)

Ng{p)-N^'\

Now let ?,: M -» 52(1/ \/2 ) be the ith component of t: M -> G\ = S2(l/ Jl) X
52(l/\/2)
for /' g {1,2}. For i g {1,2}, let e,(g) be the energy density of t, with
respect to the metrics g and g, (cf. [2]). Also, for / g {1,2}, define p,(g) by
jug = p,(g)ju.g, where pg is the area element associated to g and pg is the "area
element" associated to g,; we call p¡(g) the Jacobian of t¡ with respect to g and g,.
Proposition
structure;

5. Let g be a riemannian metric on M that induces the given conformai

then ap C\ Kp # {0} if and only if at p
*i(g)

+ Pi(g)

= e2(g)

+ Pi(g)-

Proof. Proposition 4 states that ap P Kp ¥= {0} if and only if \tig(qp) = Ng(p);
this is clearly also true for q and N (p) redefined by (27) and (29), respectively.

But, by (28),
(30)

Hrg(q)

= 'trg(g2

- gx) = e2(g) - ex(g),

according to the definition of energy density. On the other hand, arguing as in [12,
§5], we can show

(31)

Ng = Px(g)-p2(g).

Hence, ap P Kp * {0} if and only if, at p, e2(g) - e,(g) = px(g) - p2(g).
Corollary.
Suppose t: M -> G\ is a Gauss map. Then tx is antiholomorphic at p if
and only if t2 is antiholomorphic at p.

Proof. The component ?, of t is antiholomorphic at p if and only if e,(g) +
Pi(g) = 0 at p for ; G {1,2}, where g is a metric on M which induces the given
conformai structure.
Remark. The equation e,(g) + px(g) = e2(g) + p2(g) corresponds to equation

(4.7) of Hoffman and Osserman [6].
Proposition

6. Let $ g ap n Kp — {0} and let g be a riemannian metric on M

such that gp is the metric induced on TpM by «$. Then, at p, for i g {1,2}
e,(g)

+ P,(g)=\\H(<t>)\\2.
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Let e,, e2, e3, e4 be a /(/>)-adapted frame of E4. Define v, g TpM by

$(<;,) = e, for ; g {1,2}. Then define scalars Ifj by (3) for i, ye {1,2} and
a G {3,4}. Since $ g ap, h^ is symmetric; thus Ifj = /" by (1). Clearly H(O)

= lE/,a/,Vaby(2);hence

(32)

l|H($)||2=iEÍE/«)2-

Since a^ P k^ =£ {0}, Proposition 5 implies e,(g) + p,(g) = e2(g) + P2(g). Hence,
it is enough to prove E2=1e,(g) + p,(g) = 2||H(<Ï>)||2. First, observe by the first
equation of (28) that ex(g) + e2(g) = e0(g), the energy density of t with respect to
g and g0. Next observe that Pj(g) + p2(g) = K , the curvature of t with respect to
g; this follows by arguing as in [12, §5]. Hence

(33)

Íe,(g)
i=i

+ P,(g) = e0(g) + Kg.

Since t),, v2 is a g-orthonormal frame,

(34)

e0(g)=^(lfJ)2
i,j,a

and

(35)

^g=E|/"|a

Using (34) and (35) in the right side of (33) and simplifying we obtain

Ee,(g)+ p,(g)= ^EÍE/")2í=l

The proposition

a V i

'

follows from (32).

Corollary
1. Suppose i*, =£ 0 and g is a riemannian metric on M which induces
the given conformai structure. Then ap D Kp if and only if e,(g) + P¡(g) = 0 for

.g{1,2}.
Proof. The proof is an immediate consequence of Propositions 1 and 6.
Of course, when $ = dX for an immersion X: M -» E4, we obtain information

about X.
Corollary
2. Suppose X: M -> E4 « a« immersion with Gauss map t. Let g be the
induced metric and let N = Ng be the normal curvature of X. Then N = e2(g) - ex(g).

Proof.

This follows from Proposition 6 and (31).

Corollary
mean curvature

3. Suppose X: M -» E4 is an immersion with induced metric g and
H. Then ||H||2 = e,(g) + P¡(g) for i G {1, 2}.

Corollary
4. An immersion X: M -> E4 is minimal if and only if each factor of t
is antiholomorphic.

Proof. The map /, is antiholomorphic if and only if p¡(g) = -e,(g).
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Remark. Corollaries 2 and 3 of Proposition 6 are new results although the fact
that ||H||2 = e,(g) 4- p¡(g) for i G {1,2} is hinted at in the calculations in [7].
Corollary 4 is, of course, well known.
We know of no particularly nice way of writing the integrability condition <Zf = 0
for the p.d.e. (d<f>)T'— 0, where *3>is a nowhere vanishing section in a P k, in terms
of the components r,, t2 of / when c = 2. Thus, since we can do little more than
replace the algebraic condition in Theorems 1-3 by ones involving e,(g) + p¡(g),
/ g {1,2}, we do not write out the corresponding theorems for the case c = 2. We
turn instead to a characterization of the Gauss map of a minimal immersion into a
3-sphere S3 of E4. But first we need
Lemma 6. Suppose t is regular at p. Then ' trg (g) = -kN

at p.

Proof. By (28), {-trgo(q) = det(g2 - gx,gx + g2)/det(g0), where det( , ) stands
for the polarization of the quadratic form det on 2 X 2-matrices, and the g, for
/ g {0,1,2} in the arguments of these determinants stand for matrices representing
the quadratic forms g, with respect to the same fixed basis. But
det(g2 - gx,gx + g2) = det(g2) - det(g,).
Hence

jtrgo(q)

k = Pi(g0)
That the
since if N
metrics on

= (det(g2)

- det(g,))/det(g0)

= p2(g0)2 - Px(g0)2 = -kNgo, since

+ P2(go) and Ng<>
= Pi(go) - Pi(go)normal bundle tx is flat is independent of the conformai structure on M
= 0 for any riemannian metric on M, then N = 0 for all riemannian
M.

Theorem 5. Let t: M -> G\ be a smooth map of a simply connected Riemann
surface. Then t is the Gauss map of a conformai minimal immersion X: M -» S3 if and
only if t is a conformai minimal immersion with flat normal bundle t x and k > -1.

Proof.

Suppose r is a conformai minimal immersion with N

By [4, Proposition

2], r is a conformai

harmonic

immersion.

= 0 and k > -1.

Since t is harmonic,

t = 0 (cf. [2]); thus by Theorem 3 and (23), it is enough to show that ' trg (q) = N
in order for t to be the Gauss map of a conformai immersion. But we are given that
N = 0, and by Lemma 6, ¿tr (q) = 0, too. Let A' be a conformai immersion with
Gauss map t. Since / is conformai, X is pseudoumbilic [10], and since / is harmonic,
X has parallel mean curvature [11]. Also, by Proposition 2, X is nowhere minimal.
Thus, by the Lemma on p. 446 of [4], X is a conformai minimal immersion into a
3-sphere S3 c E4. The proof in the other direction is straightforward.
The condition that N = p,(g0) - p2(go) = 0 nas a nice geometrical interpretation; by the results of [12, §5], it says that the tangent planes to t(M) make equal
angles with the two 52(1/ /2 )-factors of G2. Also since q is the second fundamental
form of t: M -* S\\) in the direction normal to G\ in 5'5(1), it turns out by
Lemma 6 that the map / is a conformai minimal immersion into S'5(l).
Corollary.
S

The Gauss map t: M -* G2 of a conformai minimal immersion into

ci H4 is a conformai minimal immersion when we view t: M —>5'5(1).
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Remark.

J. L. WEINER

This Corollary is a direct consequence of a result in a paper by H. B.

Lawson, Jr., Complete minimal surfaces in S3, Ann. of Math. 92 (1970), 335-374. In
that paper Lawson points out that what he calls the bipolar of a minimal surface in
S3 is a conformai minimal immersion into S5(l). But Lawson's bipolar is just the
normal bundle tx . Moreover, the map on G2 sending an oriented plane to its
oriented normal plane, which thus transforms tx into t, is the restriction to G2 of
an isometry of S5(l).
Remark. Note, by Lemma 6, that a conformai immersion t: M -* G2 can be a
Gauss map only if k = -1 or the normal bundle /x is flat.
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